Build on the power of
London bus workers
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Elect Ian Allinson as Unite General secretary

Across London private bus companies still
look to squeeze the last drop out of us as
they maximise profit regardless of the impact
on bus workers or the public. Disciplinaries,
bullying managers and “spies on the buses”
are used to target drivers who don’t toe the
management line or simply to show who’s
boss. Massive pay differentials still exist
across the city, with companies paying as
little as they think they can get away with.
A couple of years ago we showed how we can
put the management back in their box. Our
London-wide stoppages in our fight for standard
pay rates across the city shut down much of the
above-ground transport network. Our strikes
were stopped just as we began to explore ways
of coordinating our strikes with the disputes
on London Underground. We now know that
Unite officers met with officers from the other
underground unions – RMT, ASLEF and TSSA.
The other unions agreed to coordinate tube
strike days with further strike days on the buses.
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But no further strikes were called on the buses.
When Unite bus reps met to discuss coordinated
action we weren’t told of the positive support from
our sister unions on the underground. Instead,
our officers poured cold water on the idea and
ensured no further strikes were called.
The latest tube strikes have shown their power.
Buses are just as important to London’s transport
network. Imagine the impact strike action by
both bus and tube workers would have. It would
paralyse the city and have the bosses of both the
private bus companies and London Underground
begging for a settlement on our terms.
Yet our leadership stopped us exploring the
possibility of joint action to help us achieve
Sector Wide Negotiations (SWN) and a decent
rate for the job. Why? There have been too
many missed opportunities in Unite. Why was
there no call for a national demonstration in
defence of the NHS when the Junior Doctors
had the government on the ropes? Why was
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the momentum over the public sector pensions
dispute frittered away? Why did we waste the
opportunity around the London Olympics to
tackle the illegal blacklist? Why did we not call
effective action when New Labour and the
employer attacked us at Grangemouth, or call
for nationalisation of the plant which would
have put huge pressure on both the SNP and
Westminster governments? Why was our
opposition to the Trade Union Act so pitiful?
We believe that coordinated action was
stopped as people at the top of the union
didn’t want effective action for fear it would
harm the Labour Mayoral candidate Sadiq
Khan’s campaign. If there’s any other reason
we’re all ears! But whatever justification is
offered this was a shameful betrayal.
Unite’s political work should be used to
strengthen us, not undermine effective action.
The right-wing candidate in the Unite leadership
contest, Gerard Coyne, is trying to make
electoral capital by falsely claiming Unite’s
leadership spend most of their time on politics.
The real issue is what politics. Coyne is backed
by the right wing establishment and media, Ed
Balls and the discredited New Labour machine.
These people oppose ALL strike action, while
Jeremy Corbyn backs workers fighting back.
A victory for Coyne would be a disaster for
Unite but more of the same isn’t good enough.
Industrial struggles should never be thrown
under a bus for political reasons.
Since Khan’s election, he has agreed to some
positive measures. But what’s conceded with
one hand is taken away with the other. For
example, the London bus drivers passport
allows drivers to keep their seniority when
transferring between companies. But it also
allows employers to demand our personnel
files go to the new employer. This is something
management have wanted for years and it could
be used to vet or victimise trade union activists.
A minimum wage of £23,000 has been agreed.
We want a floor on salaries, but who agreed that
it should be this low? We are being promised
three- and five-year in-service rates. But who
is responsible for agreeing the final rate? We
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have a Unite representative on the TfL board
but few of us know who that is. How do we
communicate our demands and concerns if we
don’t know who are representative is and they
don’t meet us? Our representative needs to be
made accountable to bus workers.
It’s not just wages that vary across London. Staff
facilities, working practices, driving standards
and expectations from staff all differ too. We
need a unified London bus industry and that
will only come about with a renationalised bus
industry. Bringing all the bus drivers back under
the umbrella of London Transport would do away
with the need for Khan’s passport, SWN and
the run-for-profit businesses, whist also giving
greater unity and strength to the drivers. Ian
Allinson is the only General Secretary candidate
who will put the interests of our members before
those of the Mayor, the Labour Party and the rest
of the establishment, and back nationalisation.
Ian Allinson has promised to democratise the
union, and opposes appointed officers being
foisted upon us. He supports members being
able to elect the officers who represent us.
Not only would this increase accountability, it
would reduce the power of patronage and the
climate of fear in the union.
One driver said that Unite campaigns remind
her of how we are trained to drive a bus you bring them both to a halt without anyone
noticing! We can’t afford to let this continue. If
elected, Ian will call together a conference of
Unite reps and activists on the buses, and invite
activists from all the underground unions to
explore how we can coordinate action and fight
for the renationalisation of London buses.
Ian is currently seeking nominations for Unite
General Secretary and is keen to speak at bus
workers’ branch meetings. Please invite him to
your nomination meeting (contact details below)
This leaflet has been written with rank
and file bus workers. Please contact the
campaign if you want to be put in touch
with like minded bus workers.
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